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this life, to love and be loved
- George Sand -

”

“ There is only one happiness in

Truly Mediterranean
At FOC Sentosa, we offer you an all-round Mediterranean
Experience: from the serene beach setting in award winning
edifice, to authentic Mediterranean food and drinks offer
designed by Michelin Star Chef…

perfect beach setting
Located just by the Palawan Beach in a glass-like House edifice,
designed by a lauded Spanish firm, lagranja, FOC Sentosa
seduces with the light and sumptuous architecture that
favours and harmonizes with the breath-taking view of the
sandy beach and the lagoon which makes everyone fall in
love with it at the first glance.

Variety of ambiance
FOC Sentosa welcomes you to a wide array of different
ambient spaces, ranging from open kitchen restaurant and
al fresco terrace snug in between the trees, to bustling with
life Beach Bar and breezy deck by the pool, as well as
relaxed cabanas sprayed in front on the beach.
The upper floor features two private spaces, Mar Bella and
La Barceloneta, ideal for your solemnization, wedding
cocktail or intimate dinner... The breath-taking view and
tranquil coastal ambience will perfectly suit your wedding
theme… Can you imagine it already?

Creating Unforgettable moments
Every fairytale needs a picture-perfect wedding.
Complete yours with a unique dining experience by a
Michelin Star Chef, and your special day will be truly
splendid…
Chef Nandu Jubany, Alma Mater of FOC Group, is not
only a Michelin Star Chef, but also owns Jubany Events:, a
Gastronomy Solutions Company specialized in organizing
and catering to large events. With his support and
experience, we are organizing all events and caterings at
FOC Sentosa.
We aim to offer tailor made gastronomy solutions where
every single detail is taken care of. We want to satisfy and
give the ease of mind to you and your guests, allowing to
just sit back and enjoy.

Explore our ambient spaces...

Second floor with breath-taking view...

Our premium events spaces on the second floor overlook
the breathtaking Palawan Beach and lagoon. Our guests
can choose between two different sized spaces:

offers a stunning panoramic view of
the Palawan Beach. Kitchen service is performed in the
private kitchen on the same floor, delivering all the food
and drinks in no time, without disruption to your guests.

la Barceloneta,

Seated: up to 30 guests
fitted with a bar and furnished with lounge
seats is perfect for smaller, more exclusive and intimate
dining.

Mar Bella,

Seated: up to 20 guests

IMPORTANT: Please note that our regular capacity will be reduced due to the current precautionary measures.

Trusted partners
Details are important, especially on
such a memorable day as your
wedding. That is why it is essential
to plan them with people who are
best in their field.
We work with a range of trusted
suppliers that we can recommend
with an added bonus of a special
treat for you.
Our Events Team will gladly help
you with the essentials, just ask them
for a recommendation!

florists

Photography

HQ Flowers
Contact Person: Lim Hui Qi
Contact No.: 81001036

Klaud9
Klaud9 will instantly put you in contact with their wide network
of photographers. You will see their portfolios, discuss your
budget, create a short brief and finally choose the perfect one!

Flora Woods Pte Ltd
Person: Isabel
Contact No.: 97275167

Isabel Gonzalez
Contact: igonzalez@klaud9.com

Let us plan
your dream wedding
with you!
Please note that we are flexible in terms of space and seating
arrangement, as well as food requirements that your guests may have.
We will help you to arrange the seating in order to keep all your guests
comfortable and safe, adhering to all the Safety Management Measures
during Wedding Reception and Solemnization:
Q&A
Special Measures as of 3rd Oct 2020
Please do contact us directly for more details, we will be happy to help
you arrange everything on your special day!

our events Team
Joseph Lim
joseph.lim@foc.group

